These are two good sources of general information to help you care
for your vehicle’s leather interior, but are not specific product
endorsements.
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Leather Care
If leather is to retain its beauty, it must be cared for,
cleaned and conditioned. It’s much easier to spend a little
time protecting and conditioning your fine leather
upholstery than spending energy and money to salvage it.
Keeping your leather in good condition begins with a
regular wipe down with your favorite one-step cleaner. Our
daily “one-step” starts with Pinnacle Leather
Cleaner/Conditioner on a Cobra Microfiber Towel.
Have you seen leather that has been ignored and
mistreated? What remains is dried, prematurely aged, and
cracked leather. Without proper care and conditioning your
leather will age rapidly, losing its luster and flexibility. This
process is rapidly accelerated in warmer climates. Regular
cleaning and conditioning is all it takes to keep leather looking fresh, supple, and soft.

What Is Proper Leather Care?
Leather surfaces are just like beautiful, delicate skin.
Leather must be carefully cleansed before it can be
properly conditioned. As leather ages, it loses essential
protectants infused into the leather during the
manufacturing process. That leaves the leather
susceptible to dirt, oils, and UV damage. To keep leather
looking and feeling its best, you must first clean it and
then replace the lost moisture and protection.

The Two-Step Solution!
Pinnacle Leather and Vinyl Cleaner, a pure cleaner, free of petroleum solvents, silicone
oils or gloss agents, penetrates deep into every pore. It should be applied with a Cobra
Microfiber Applicator Pad, or a Leather and Vinyl Scrub Brush. Agitation, not scrubbing,

is the key. This agitation opens pores and allows dirt and body oils to rise to the surface
of the leather where it can be wiped away.
After a thorough cleansing, your leather is ready for step
two: application of a quality conditioner, like market
leaders, Wolfgang Leather Care Conditioner or Pinnacle
Leather Conditioner. These conditioners are calibrated to
nourish and moisturize. They are engineered at a
molecular level, to absorb deep into the fibers' cells,
allowing these fibers to retain their resilience, and thereby
inhibit premature aging. Proper conditioning allows fibers
to retain flexibility and softness.
WARNING! Often inexpensive brands of leather conditioners contain gloss agents and
petroleum distillates, silicone or silicone oils, which cling to the surface and then are
wiped onto clothing. They leave a greasy finish that can transfer to clothing. For the
health of your leather, choose a water-based, pH-balanced leather conditioner.
Many popular conditioners, like Lexol Spray Leather Conditioner and the product
recommended especially for the Bentley, Jaguar and Rolls lines, Connolly Hide Care
Conditioner, are pH balanced, have stain repellents, and waterproofing agents to
protect your beautiful interior from accidents. The Wolfgang Leather Care Cockpit Kit
contains all the tools you’ll need, AND Wolfgang's leather products are pH balanced. If
you only want the best for both leather and vinyl, there is simply no better
comprehensive choice for ”state of the art” cleaners, conditioners and applicators than
our specially packaged, Pinnacle Concours Interior Kit.
With a little time and the right chemicals, your vehicle's leather will remain soft, supple,
and inviting for years to come!
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STARTING WITH THE BASICS
I have found that as people, we often complicate the simple things, and
over-simplify the more complex things. Car leather care is an area where people
seem to want over-simplify an area that isn't necessarily over-complicated, but is
an area that most people remain ignorant about.

LEATHER CLEANING BASICS:
If you found this page in search of proper car leather cleaning, you can go straight
to cleaning your leather car seats. I don't recommend that just yet since the
purpose of this page is designed to lay the foundation so you can be listed amongst
the minority of society called the informed!

CONDITIONING LEATHER CAR SEATS:
If you are among the over-simplifiers of the world and are trying to circumvent the
more critical part of proper car leather care by searching for the best in car leather
conditioners, you can go to leather conditioning for your car. Of course I don't
recommend this yet either without educating yourself by reading this page, as this
page itself is dedicated to laying the foundation of knowledge so as to help you
become an informed consumer and car owner.

LET'S GET YOU INFORMED!
LEATHER TANNING
There are many steps to the finished product of any leather product; car leather
included. Since most people ignorantly use the term tanning when referring to car
leather, I start here. But only to say that the tanning process is mostly irrelevant
when it comes to the proper care of car leather. For it is the way your particular car
leather has been finished which is the more important and critical part of the
equation.

CORRECTED GRAIN LEATHER
I start with this type of leather as it is the most common of
leather finishes. Corrected grain leather as the name implies,
is leather that is considered to be at the lowest end of finished
leathers. It has been "corrected" through artificially creating
uniformed texture by impressing a desired texture along with
aniline dyes, color pigments, and then finished with a clear
top-coat.
So while the material at the heart of this "natural" product
does indeed come from nature, the end result has very little

left as truly natural. The color, texture, and feel have all been altered to create a
rather durable and uniformed looking material, which has now been transformed
into the leather seat your butt sits against.
Pictured: An example of not only "details" that are built into high-end cars like this head-rest from
a Maserati GranCabrio, but also highlights some of the many ways leather can be formed,
re-textured, embossed, etc., when it comes to modern-day processes.

FULL ANILINE LEATHER
Full aniline leather gets its name from aniline dyes used to soak leather hides that
permeate the leather and give it color. These translucent dyes don't mask or
completely cover the natural markings, blemishes, scars, or other inconsistency's of
the leather hide. With that said, only approximately 3% of all hides are finished in
this manner as only the finest, blemish free part of any hide will be finished in this
manner.

These high-end hides are used for the finest of
leather products where natural weathering are
desired and allows for the leather product to
develop a natural patina due to an unprotected
surface. These leathers will absorb moisture, spills,
oils, etc. In addition, will also change, weather, or
oxidize due to sun exposure. These types of
leathers have not been used in the production of
cars since the very beginning of leather seating. As
you can imagine, most people probably would not
like their leather car seating to look like a heavily
soiled and worn out baseball glove or horse saddle.
Pictured: This example from a Bentley simply highlights the various forms of leather textures that
are used within cars; from highly textured leathers that have been "corrected" with heavily textured
patterns, to this example which is extremely smooth, free of virtually any texture. This picture is not
to suggest that Bentley uses full aniline leathers in their cars (which they don't), but simply some
examples that can be found in the various car leathers on the market.

SEMI-ANILINE LEATHER
Some higher end cars still use what is called semi-aniline leather. This is leather
that has initially been dyed using aniline dyes, but has also been colored with
opaque pigments to create uniformity of color, but has not been corrected for grain

texture. Small imperfections and blemishes can still be
evident if close examination is done to these types of
finished leathers. Semi-aniline leathers will only be
found in the highest-end of cars. These leathers have
still been finished with a clear protective resin coating
and therefore still remain very resistant to natural
wear and tear of daily use. Very few cars, even at the
high-end of cars use semi-aniline leather seating
material.
As a culture, we have been groomed to expect
perfection. Despite leather being a natural product which would suggest that
inconsistencies would be natural, the industry has been steered into developing
leather that looks perfect in every way, while still delivering a material that feels
somewhat natural, but can withstand years of use.
Pictured: This example taken from a new Cadillac shows an extreme example of color use within

car leather interiors. Not only has this leather been dyed with aniline dyes, but coated with color
pigments to create such a rich and consistent red color. At best this would be semi-aniline leather,
but most likely it is corrected grain leather due to its rich color, flawlessly smooth texture, and the
fact that virtually every car manufacturer uses correct grain leather except for a very few examples.

THE STRAINED COMPARISON
In the event you find all that information difficult to digest, I like to use the example
of clothing and screen printing. Let's insert cotton in the equation instead of
leather...
If you took a white cotton shirt (all cotton starts out white) and you needed or
wanted it to be brown, you would put it into a drum of dye which would soak into
all the many fibers of the cotton shirt. This would be the equivalent of aniline dyes
used to dye the leather as the starting point. The cotton garment would still be
prone to dirt, spills, oils, fading, etc., as the garment is worn and washed over time.
Now lets say you took the same shirt but now after you dyed it brown, you applied
a design on the front with screen printing. This would give it a completely solid,
permanent layer of color that would also be impervious to absorbing anything
liquid in nature. This would be the equivelent of opaque (opaque is the opposite of
transparent; doesn't allow light to show through) pigments used to color leather;
the next step in semi-aniline, and fully corrected grain leathers. The only addition in
the case of these car leathers that are corrected grain or semi-aniline is that a clear

protective resin coating is also applied for additional protection; once again, the
good news.

CAR LEATHER CARE: UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF THE
BEAST!
This car leather care page has been written
so as to lay a healthy foundation for you in
understanding the nature of the beast in
which we are discussing here: car leather.
The purpose of this page serves a number of
objectives:
● In order to correctly take care of
something, in this case, car leather
care, it is best you understand what
you are actually dealing with.
● To dispel much of the bad
information that surrounds
automotive leather.

CAR LEATHER CARE BASICS: SIMPLIFYING WHAT WAS LEARNED
AND PUTTING IT INTO PROPER CONTEXT.

For the purpose of clarity, I am going to
bullet-point the highlights and take-aways
of the moment:
● Most, virtually all, only a few
exceptions remain of the opposite,
of the leather used within cars is
either semi-aniline or corrected
grain leather.
● This means that the outdated,
misinformed opinions regarding car
leather care that society still clings

to, must be replaced with correct information.
● This also specifically means that virtually every leather found within your car
or any car is going to be dyed first with aniline dyes, coated with color
pigments to create a completely uniform color, and coated with a clear
protective coating. So what you are actually cleaning and conditioning is not
natural leather, but natural leather that has been enhanced, re-colored,
reconfigured, and coated.
● The car care industry not only has very little incentive to inform the public
with updated car leather care specifics, but actually keep us car owners in
the dark so as to continue to sell us products that are outdated.
● Reduced down to its most basic understanding, because car leather has been
coated with this clear protective resin coating, the reality is that you are
cleaning and conditioning a form of plastic; plastic that is both flexible and
clear.
● You could also make the same comparison to clear coats on your car. While
the clear coat on your car certainly consists of a different formulation than
the clear coat on your car leather, it is still a form of polymer resins....most
generally known as plastic in its most basic description.
● Because clear coats on car paint and clear coat on car leather is a form of
"plastic" (a combination a different polymers, resins, polyesters, etc., etc.)
care for these coatings has changed the nature of the beast forever. It's just
that most people remain in their ignorance and the industry has very little
desire to educate as this would decrease their ability to continue to sell us an
ever increasing array of car care products.

ADDITIONAL CAR LEATHER CARE
TIPS
Let me also add the following as
additional car leather care tips in helping
you to fully understand the nature of the
beast when it comes to your car leather
upholstery; whether this be the leather or
the vinyl. The reality is that you will be
dealing with both...read on as I will
explain.

● As a rule in life, and a rule that applies to your car's leather upholstery: the
more you pay, the more you get.
● This means that purchasing what many might consider an entry level car,
means limited use of actual leather will be in place.
● Marketing and advertising people/agencies/etc. are much smarter than you
or me. For this reason it is important to read not only the fine print if it ever
exists, but analyze what is actually being said on the label or brochures.
● "Leather apportioned seating", or "leather seating surfaces" will always
mean that the actual leather areas will also include synthetic leather
look-like materials. So a seat itself will be assembled using leather on the
back and butt areas only, or often, with every other area of the seat being
made with the synthetic look-alike stuff.
● So with that rule of the more you pay the more you get, the higher the price
tag of your car will mean you will actually get more "real" leather, and less of
the "fake" leather. You will also get superior leather versus inferior leather
(yes, not all leathers are created equal).

HAVE MORE QUESTIONS? CONTACT US:
https://www.theprestigecompanies.com/contact-us

